
 Math-M-Addicts Group Y Entrance Exam 2016-2017 

Student Name                                                                      _ 

Instructions: Please write legibly and fully justify your answers.  Points will be deducted for incomplete 
solutions.  At the same time, it is OK to provide partial answers, as you may earn points for good ideas 
even if you do not have full solutions.  Good luck! 
 
Problem 1 (10 points): 퐴 and 퐵 are 3-digit numbers.  The product of the three digits of number 퐴 is 
equal to 12, and so is the product of the digits of 퐵. Find the largest possible value of 퐵 − 퐴. 
 
Problem 2 (10 points): Emily’s walk-in closet contains 10 pairs of white shoes, 15 pairs of red shoes, and 
20 pairs of black shoes. One day the lightbulb in the closet goes out, so Emily can no longer tell a right 
shoe from a left shoe, or the color of any shoe.  What is the smallest number of shoes Emily needs to 
bring outside to be absolutely sure she has obtained a right shoe and a left shoe of the same color, 
though not necessarily from the same pair?  
 
Problem 3 (10 points): Bumblebee Open is a tennis tournament that starts with 128 players.  All of the 
players are paired up for round 1.  The loser of each match is considered knocked out and leaves.  The 
winners from round 1 are paired up for round 2.  The losers of round 2 matches leave, while the winners 
are paired up for round 3, and so on until the final match is played.  At the conclusion of the 
tournament, how many players have won an odd number of matches? 
 
Problem 4 (10 points): Danny really likes mixing coffee and milk.  The other day in Starbucks coffee 
shop, he asked for “coffee with room for milk” and received a cup which was only 75% full.  Danny 
poured in some milk to fill the cup and mixed his coffee and milk thoroughly.  After drinking a quarter of 
the cup, Danny filled it up again with milk and mixed thoroughly.  Then the same thing happened again:  
he drank a quarter of the cup and filled the empty space with milk.  Finally, Danny finished his drink.  Did 
he drink more coffee or more milk?  Explain your answer. 
 
Problem 5 (10 points): Tom is celebrating his birthday today.  His age is equal to the sum of the digits of 
the year he was born.  How old might Tom be?  Give all possible answers. 
 
Problem 6 (10 points): The number 100 can be written as a sum of five positive integers (positive whole 
numbers) using each digit no more than once.  For example, 100 = 90 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 or 100 = 57 +
31 + 2 + 4 + 6.  Find a way to express 2016 as a sum of five positive integers using each digit no more 
than once. 
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Problem 1 (10 points): 𝐴 and 𝐵 are 3-digit numbers.  The product of the three digits of number 𝐴 is 
equal to 12, and so is the product of the digits of 𝐵. Find the largest possible value of 𝐵 − 𝐴. 
Solution: To make 𝐵 − 𝐴 as large as possible, we make 𝐵 as large as possible and 𝐴 as small as possible.  
To maximize 𝐵, we maximize its first digit to make it 6, the largest 1-digit divisor of 12.  The remaining 
two digits multiply out to 2, so they need to be 2 and 1.  Therefore, 𝐵 = 621 since 621 > 612.  Now, to 
come up with the smallest number, we reverse the order of digits of 𝐵 or, alternatively, we proceed 
with a similar argument – the smallest first digit is 1, and then the smallest second digit is 2, meaning the 
last digit is 6.  Therefore 𝐴 = 126 and the answer is 621 – 126 = 495. 
 
Problem 2 (10 points): Emily’s walk-in closet contains 10 pairs of white shoes, 15 pairs of red shoes, and 
20 pairs of black shoes. One day the lightbulb in the closet goes out, so Emily can no longer tell a right 
shoe from a left shoe, or the color of any shoe.  What is the smallest number of shoes Emily needs to 
bring outside to be absolutely sure she has obtained a right shoe and a left shoe of the same color, 
though not necessarily from the same pair?  
Solution: We claim the answer is 46 shoes.  Indeed, 45 shoes are insufficient because they could all have 
been left shoes – 10 left white shoes, 15 left red shoes, and 20 left black shoes.  However, if there are 46 
shoes, then there are at least 11 white shoes, or at least 16 red shoes, or at least 21 black shoes.  
Without loss of generality, assume there are at least 16 red shoes.  Since there are only 15 pairs of red 
shoes, we must have at least one left red shoe and at least one right red shoe, proving that 46 shoes are 
indeed sufficient. 
 
Problem 3 (10 points): Bumblebee Open is a tennis tournament that starts with 128 players.  All of the 
players are paired up for round 1.  The loser of each match is considered knocked out and leaves.  The 
winners from round 1 are paired up for round 2.  The losers of round 2 matches leave, while the winners 
are paired up for round 3, and so on until the final match is played.  At the conclusion of the 
tournament, how many players have won an odd number of matches? 
Solution: People knocked out in the first round won 0 matches, those knocked out in 2nd round won 1 
match, those knocked out in 3nd round won 2 matches, etc.  Overall, the answer is the sum of the 
underlined terms: 64 (lost in 1st round), 32 (lost in 2nd round), 16 (lost in 3rd round), 8 (lost in 4th round), 
4, 2, 1, 1, which is 43. 
 
Problem 4 (10 points): Danny really likes mixing coffee and milk.  The other day in Starbucks coffee 
shop, he asked for “coffee with room for milk” and received a cup which was only 75% full.  Danny 
poured in some milk to fill the cup and mixed his coffee and milk thoroughly.  After drinking a quarter of 
the cup, Danny filled it up again with milk and mixed thoroughly.  Then the same thing happened again:  
he drank a quarter of the cup and filled the empty space with milk.  Finally, Danny finished his drink.  Did 
he drink more coffee or more milk?  Explain your answer. 
Solution: The only coffee that Danny drank was the initial 75% of the cup.  As for milk, he added it three 
times, each time adding 25% of the cup, for a grand total of also 75% of the cup.  Therefore, he drank 
the same amount of coffee and milk.  
 
Problem 5 (10 points): Tom is celebrating his birthday today.  His age is equal to the sum of the digits of 
the year he was born.  How old might Tom be?  Give all possible answers. 



Solution: Assume Tom was born in the 21st century, in the year 20𝑥𝑦 (the bar above indicates that these 
are digits of a 4-digit number as opposed to the product of 20, 𝑥, and 𝑦).  Given the current year is 2016, 
his age today is 16 − 10𝑥 − 𝑦, which needs to be equal to 2 + 𝑥 + 𝑦, meaning that 14 = 11𝑥 + 2𝑦.  
Since 20𝑥𝑦 needs to be less than 2016, we have that 𝑥 = 0 or 𝑥 = 1, leading to the unique solution of 
𝑥 = 0 and 𝑦 = 7, meaning that Tom turned 9. 
Now, assume Tom was born in the 20th century, in the year 19𝑥𝑦 .  Then his age in 2016 would be 
116 − 10𝑥 − 𝑦, which needs to be equal to 10 + 𝑥 + 𝑦, meaning that 106 = 11𝑥 + 2𝑦.  Since 𝑦 < 10, 
we have  a unique solution of 𝑥 = 8 and 𝑦 = 9, meaning that Tom turned 27. 
Lastly, there are no solutions if Tom was born in the 19th century or before because then his age in 2016 
would be at least 216 − 10𝑥 − 𝑦, which is going to be greater than 9 + 𝑥 + 𝑦 even if 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 9 – and 
the sum of the digits is at most 9 + 𝑥 + 𝑦. 
Answer: 9 or 27. 
 
Problem 6 (10 points): The number 100 can be written as a sum of five positive integers (positive whole 
numbers) using each digit no more than once.  For example, 100 = 90 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 or 100 = 57 +
31 + 2 + 4 + 6.  Find a way to express 2016 as a sum of five positive integers using each digit no more 
than once. 
Solution: There are many possible answers; here is one of them: 2016 = 1978 + 26 + 5 + 3 + 4.  One thing 
to note is that 2016 is divisible by 9 since the sum of its digits is divisible by 9.  Since each number leaves 
the same remainder as the sum of its digits when divided by 9 – and because the remainder of the sum 
is the sum of the remainders, it means that the sum of used digits is divisible by 9.  Therefore, the 
correct solution will either have no digits missing, or 0 missing, or 9 missing. 


